Plug-in Team 

for STANWOOD
IT WatchDog integrated Angular developers into
STANWOOD Scrum team to scale up the
resources and speed up the delivery.

Business Challenge
Most of the time, IT WatchDog helps companies to
increase the efficiency of investments into their own
IT products. However, the highest challenge for us is
to satisfy the demands of IT outsourcing companies.
They work on the previous stage of the product chain
than product owners. So, outsourcing dictates them
to strict business models with deadlines and
productivity connected with profit.

The main challenge we identified in the business of IT
outsourcing clients is constant changes in their portfolio.
They face different clients, so their demand for
developers is continually fluctuating.


One such client of ours is STANWOOD, a successful
app development company with less focus on the web
front-end. They contracted a new client, which was
willing to develop a web interface for a user
management system and a CMS for agents.
STANWOOD moved to a strategy of plugging-in an
external team. 


Before IT WatchDog, they went to collaboration with another IT outsourcing vendor. It promised hassle-free
development with the motto "high prices - high quality". However, when push came to the shove, the vendor has shown
to be missing deadlines and breaking the commitments. 


Client Profile

www.stanwood.io

How We Helped
We are not lawyers who love risk-decreasing paperwork; we understand that a client comes neither for long
contract negotiation nor documenting the initial state of bugs. The strong side of our methodology is the fast
settlement of documentation and saving time on sourcing and on-boarding teams. 


So we quickly identified three Angular.js / vue.js developers among our pre-contracted people. Our initial
focus was on the full integration of the external team into Scrum and the core processes of STANWOOD. 


The project consisted of four components
some of which had to be rewritten from scratch by our developers:
Front-end part

User area

Adding features
on the website

User management system

Results for Our Client
The financial results of the project
changed from unprofitable to profitable
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